
Introduction
Corporate treasurers and financial institutions 
face a rapidly evolving set of new regulatory 
challenges such as Basel III that will require better 
cash management processes. This will often mean 
the adoption of better automation to ensure 
compliance.

Functionality
CM accurately monitors a company’s cash position in 
any currency. The result of this analysis is to facilitate 
the most profitable use of any cash surpluses and if 
there are cash deficits to minimise funding costs.

e2gen can also be configured to automatically 
sweep funds in and out of accounts based upon 
flexible criteria. 

There are two separate perspectives on cash 
positions.

1 Account Analysis 
This provides an analysis of individual account
positions. If required, each account can be
configured in order to maintain a minimum balance
that can be preserved whilst generating transfers.

Additionally, a transfer can be made using  
the fully calculated figure or rounded to a specific 
transfer amount. Transfers based upon  
a cut-off time can be managed automatically or 
initiated manually.

2 Currency Analysis 
CM allows specific accounts from the account
analysis to be grouped as contributing to an
overall currency position. This analysis can create
a projection  for up to 10 days forward. The
user effort previously spent in deriving and
consolidating information is completely
eliminated along with the risks inherent in those
processes.

e2gen Cash Management (CM) provides a powerful solution for users to view 
and manage their intra-day cash balances. The solution also provides projected 
positions to enable the institution to manage its settlement requirements for 
the future. Automatic sweeping and settlement message production further 
enhances the cash processing for the institution.
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The CM System allows users to:

   -   view and print details of how the position is   
calculated

   -   request a transfer
   -   authorize a transfer
   -   cancel a transfer request
   -   view transfer history

e2gen can be configured to derive the opening 
balance for a specific account from either the 
previous day’s SWIFT statements (for external 
positioning) or from the balances held within the 
back office system (for internal positioning).

Positional movements that cannot be
derived from the back office system (e.g.
not booked) can be projected with a full
description via a series of value dated
adjustments. These adjustments can be removed 
automatically during the next end  
of day run or allowed to persist until they  
reach value or are removed manually.

Automatic transfer of funds is optionally performed 
for specific accounts, that exceed (or fall short of) a 
certain account balance. CM enables multiple layers 
of transfers to be configured. Alternatively, authorised 
users may request a manual transfer at any time; 
regardless of whether an account is automatically 
swept or not. Four eyes approval of the pending 
transfer is configurable.

Outward settlement messages are automatically 
created following the sweeping process. Typically 
these are SWIFT MT200/202 messages for external 
accounts although any other messages such as 
credit/debit advices can also be configured. 

Posting of transfers into the back office system 
is carried out in real time using the appropriate 
Application Program Interface (API) to ensure full 
support of transactions by the back office system 
vendor. Return codes from the API program indicating 
the success or failure of the booking process 
are monitored in order to alert users to take the 
appropriate action where required. A manual repair 
function is also available enabling the booking to be 
performed. Posting references, transaction codes and 
ledger narratives are fully configurable and cross-
referenced in the CM database. Any related messages 
are also cross referenced providing a full transaction 
processing history and audit trail. Authorising postings 
are configurable ensuring that message release can be 
prevented if the postings have not been approved.

Benefits
CM gives complete visibility to the entire cash 
management process and provides institutions 
with an intuitive and robust interface that enables 
treasury operations to:

   -   reduce manual effort 
   -   reduce risk 
   -   reduce processing costs
   -   improve audit
   -   improve compliance
   -   improve accuracy
   -   provide faster resolution of issues
   -   handle increasing volumes

Building on a foundation of over 30 years global 
experience in financial messaging, Aqua Global’s 
e2gen modular suite simplifies operational 
procedures allowing the user to rapidly deploy new 
message architecture. e2gen offers you the ability 
to create additional value across your financial 
organisation empowering you to achieve your 
ultimate banking solution. 
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If you would like to arrange an obligation free consultation or for further information please contact Aqua Global on  
+44 (0)20 8544 3200 or e-mail sales@aqua-global-solutions.com
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